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Abstract
The mechanism of sulfur absorption by nano fluid in a packed bed under the magnetic field is considered, in this study.
Environmental regulations have increasingly restricted sulfur dioxide emissions, forcing fuel processors to remove the sulfur
from both fuels and exhaust gases. The experimental and theoretical investigation is done to obtain the outlet amount of sulfur
in gas stream. Some parameters which show the amount of sulfur removal like rate of mass transfer and mass transfer
coefficient, also effective rate of mass transfer and effective mass transfer coefficient are considered. In addition, the
experimental results show, increase in the amount of nano zinc oxide from 0 to 0.013 vol% increases the amount of NA about
5.1%. The increase in the amount of nano zinc oxide from 0.013 to 0.1 (vol%) increases the amount of NA about 10%.
Comparison between the results of NA when using amount of 0.21 and 0.24 (lit/min) of gas shows that the increase in the
amount of gas flow for about 0.03 (lit /min) shows about 20% increase in the amount of NA, using 10 (vol%) of nano zinc
oxide. Experiments show that the increase in vloume percentage of nano zinc oxide from 0 to 10% increases the amount of NA
from 0.118 to 0.136 (mol/m3.s). The experimental results show, increase in the amount of nano zinc oxide may increase the
turbulency under the magnetic field in absorbent liquid and may increase effective contact and the mass transfer. The obtained
Figures are shown in the results and discussin section.
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1. Introduction
Many different processes are used to treat raw natural gas to
pipeline quality. Sulfur is commonly present as an impurity
in fossil fuels [1-6]. Burning fuels, the sulfur is released as
sulfur dioxide—an air pollutant responsible for respiratory
problems and acid rain [6-10]. Environmental regulations
have increasingly restricted sulfur dioxide emissions, forcing
fuel processors to remove the sulfur from both fuels and
exhaust gases. The cost of removing sulfur from natural gas
and petroleum in the United States was about $1.25 billion in
2008. In natural gas, sulfur is present mainly as hydrogen
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sulfide gas (H2S), while in crude oil it is present in sulfurcontaining organic compounds which are converted into
hydrocarbons and H2S during the hydro desulphurization [1117]. In both cases, corrosive, highly-toxic H2S gas must be
converted into elemental sulfur and removed for sale or safe
disposal [18-22]. Formation fluids that contain Hydrogen
Sulfide-By-product from anaerobic bacterial action on sulfur
compounds present in the mud (i.e. Sodium Sulfite)- Thermal
degradation of mud additives containing sulfur (i.e.
Lignosulfonates)-Chemical reactions with tool joint
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lubricants containing sulfur [23-25].

3. Result and Discussion

The mass flux of gas sweetening is evaluated in this paper,
experimentally and theoretically. In addition, comparison
between the results of NA when using amount of 0.21 and
0.24 (lit/min) of gas shows that the increase in the amount of
gas flow for about 0.03 (lit /min) shows about 20% increase
in the amount of NA, using 10 (vol%) of nano zinc oxide.

2. Materials and Method
Sour gasses which contain different amounts of hydrogen
sulfide are reactor bed feed. Two gray 20 lit of volume
pressurized vessel contain sour gas can be joint to the
experimental line. However, both feed vessel cannot be used
simultaneously. Stainless Steel vessel with inside diameter of
8 cm and height of 60 cm is the reactor vessel. The electric
current is conducted in one circular coil around the vessel to
produce the magnetic field and affect the movement of nano
carbon tubes. The process temperature in vessel is adjusted
by gas flow temperature and heat loss can be ignored since of
the insulated Stainless Steel vessel. One polymeric weir with
mesh size of 0.02 cm is on the top of vessel as a holder to let
the only treated gas stream. The water is applied to enhance
the amount of absorbed

H2S

in to the nano fluid. Nano

carbon tubes with 3% wt are mixed with pure water for 180
min and 4000 Watt. This time is considered for stability of
nano carbon into the pure water. This step is an exothermic
process. The water helps oxidation of

H2S

and also

increases the nano carbon capacity for H 2 S absorption. The
equation 1, 2, and 3 show the related mechanisms in

H2S

adsorption.
H2S (g) H2S (aqua.)

(1)

H2S (aqu.) H2S (aqua-absorp.)

(2)

H2S (aqua- absorp.) HS-(ads.) +H+

(3)

The concentration of sulfide hydrogen in inlet and outlet gas
stream is measured by gas chromatography device. The
difference of these values can determine the mass flux of
sweetening process, experimentally. Also, the void fraction
of the catalytic bed is considered 30%. This is a main
parameter in calculation of desulfurization process,
theoretically. In addition, the mechanism of removing of
hydrogen sulfide is considered as first one order. So, these
items can calculate the mass flux of sweetening process. The
obtained results from theoretical investigation are compared
with experimental data.

3.1. Process Definition
The influence of different amount of magnetic field, liquid
flow rate, and process temperature and nano particle in the
fluid on the sulfur removal from the gas stream is
investigated. The results of experiments are analyzed through
graphs in this section.
3.2. The Effect of Amuont of Gas Flow Rate
and Nano Zinc Oxide Concentration
The Figure 1 shows the effect of different amounts of nano
zinc oxide by volume percentage on the amount of mass
transfer, NA. Flow rate of absorbant is 0.35 lit/min, operation
temperature is 18 C and magnetic field is 4.5 W. The gas
flow rate of nano fluid is 0.21 (lit/min). Experiments show
that the increase in vloume percentage of nano zinc oxide
from 0 to 10% increases the amount of NA from 0.118 to
0.136 (mol/m3.s). The increase in the amount of nano zinc
oxide may increase the turbulency under the magnetic field
in absorbent liquid and may increase effective contact and the
mass transfer. Also, the increase in amountt of nano zinc
oxide in absorbent helps the temperature homogenity in
liquid. The simillar value of viscosity, thermal conductivity
and other parameters which are related on the temperature in
the liquid is helpful in uniform mass transfer through the
packed bed. The theoretical data also show the increase in the
amount of NA with the increase in the amount of volum
percentage of nano zinc oxide in the fluid. However, at the
amount of nano zinc oxide at 1.8 and 10 (vol%), the
deviation between the experimental value and theoretical
data of NA is more than that is obtained on the another
amounts of used nano zinc oxide.
Figure 2 Shows the effect of increase in the amount of nano
zinc oxide on the absorbant when the iquid flow is 0.24
(lit/min). This is obtained that, the increase in the amount of
nano zinc oxide increases the amount of NA, experimentally
and theoretically. The increase in the amount of nano zinc
oxide from 0 to 0.013 vol% increases the amount of NA
about 5.1%. The incraese in the amount of nano zinc oxide
from 0.013 to 0.1 (vol%) increases the amount of NA about
10%. Comparison between the results of NA when using
amount of 0.21 and 0.24 (lit/min) of gas shows that the
increase in the amount of gas flow for about 0.03 (lit /min)
shows about 20% increase in the amount of NA, using 10
(vol%) of nano zinc oxide.
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Figure 1. Mass transfer versus nano concentration at gas flow rate of 0.21 (lit/min).

Figure 2. Mass transfer versus nano concentration at gas flow rate of 0.24 (lit/min).

4. Conclusions
The multi effects of magnetic field, fluidized bed and nano
fluid on sweetening of natural gas in three phase of solidliquid-gas vessel is investigated. The adsorption process of
H2S on the nano fluid is evaluated experimentally and
theoretically. Results are presented in graphs. The
experiments show that the increase in vloume percentage of
nano zinc oxide from 0 to 10% increases the amount of NA
from 0.118 to 0.136 (mol/m3.s). The increase in the amount
of nano zinc oxide may increase the turbulency under the
magnetic field in absorbent liquid and may increase effective
contact and the mass transfer. The theoretical data also show
the increase in the amount of NA with the increase in the
amount of volum percentage of nano zinc oxide in the fluid.
However, at the amount of nano zinc oxide at 1.8 and 10
(vol%), the deviation between the experimental value and

theoretical data of NA is more than that is obtained on the
another amounts of used nano zinc oxide. In addition, the
experimental results show, increase in the amount of nano
zinc oxide from 0 to 0.013 vol% increases the amount of NA
about 5.1%. The incraese in the amount of nano zinc oxide
from 0.013 to 0.1 (vol%) increases the amount of NA about
10%. Comparison between the results of NA when using
amount of 0.21 and 0.24 (lit/min) of gas shows that the
increase in the amount of gas flow for about 0.03 (lit /min)
shows about 20% increase in the amount of NA, using 10
(vol%) of nano zinc oxide.
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